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Abstract 
 
According to the Center for American Progress, in a pre-coronavirus pandemic America, 
the U.S. labor market has now seen a record 109 months of uninterrupted job growth, 
with the overall unemployment rate falling to its lowest level in 50 years. However, racial 
disparities in America’s labor market continue to be uniquely pervasive with Blacks. This 
study examines hiring practices for bias and discrimination and hypothesizes that such 
practices create and perpetuate discriminatory hiring conditions. This study utilizes a 
mixed design and relies on publicly available data from the five largest regional 
employers as well as case studies from 3 former employees of those employers. The 
results give compelling evidence of laden discrimination, bias and negligence by 
enterprise that reinforces racial disparities in the U.S labor markets. Finally, the 
researcher makes recommendations to promote equity in hiring practices.  
 
 

 
 

Check out this project’s 
Community Research Expo 
presentation on Youtube! 
Click here. 
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Introduction 
  

According to the Center for American Progress, prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, “The 
U.S. labor market has now seen a record 109 months of uninterrupted job growth, with 
the overall unemployment rate falling to its lowest level in 50 years.”1 The United States 
has experienced the “largest economic expansion” in its 244-year history as an 
independent nation. This perceived “golden age” has not uniformly applied to all people 
who have been in this country—even from the beginning. Racial disparities in America’s 
labor market continue to be uniquely pervasive with Black people. It has been 400 years 
since the first enslaved Africans arrived on the shores of Hampton Virginia in 1619; over 
150 years since the passing of the 13th-15th Constitutional Amendments; over 50 years 
since the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Voting Rights Act of 1965, and Fair Housing Act 
of 1968.  Despite legislative attempts at mitigating some of the generational subjugation 
of Black people, there are pervasive institutional policies that perpetuate a caste-like 
system around hiring and firing that renders Black employees and applicants nearly 
“Untouchable.”2 
 
 
The Commonwealth of Kentucky 

Black people are eight percent of Kentucky’s population; with the largest percentage 
(23%) residing in Louisville Metro; making the West End of Louisville the unofficial 
fourth largest “city” in the commonwealth with a median income of $21,733, which is 
less than half of Kentucky’s largest metropolis area median income at $50,189.3 
Despite “enjoying the nation’s good economic conditions”;  standing “at an 18 year low . 
. .with total employment” being at its highest since 1990, 4 Black Kentuckians remain in 
stark contrast to their white counterparts.5 See Figure 1 below: 
 

1 African Americans Face Systematic Obstacles to Getting Good Jobs 
2 America’s Enduring Caste System 
3 West Louisville Strategies for Success 
4 Who are the adults in their prime working years who are not working? 
5 Annie E. Casey Foundation Kids Count Data Center 
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The median family income for Black households with children is half the income of white 
households and remains the lowest of all median incomes earned by race. Black 
parents lack secure employment disproportionately at 44%, the highest of all races and 
ethnic groups despite comprising only 8% of Kentucky’s total population.6 Several of the 
nation’s leading multinational/international corporations and large employers located in 
the Louisville region, yet the  “economic well-being indicators” (i.e. employment, median 
income, etc.) for Black people in Kentucky consistently lag behind everyone else. This 
mirrors the national statistics, and similarly raises questions about Human Resource 
practices at corporations located in and around the city.  

The purpose of this study was to examine the hiring practices of the five largest 
employers in the region (i.e. United Parcel Service, Jefferson County Public Schools, 
Ford Motor Company Inc., Norton Healthcare and Humana Inc) to see what, if any 
evidence there is of discrimination, bias and/or negligence by enterprise that would 
reinforce current racial disparities in the Kentucky labor market. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6 Children whose parents lack secure employment by race and ethnicity in Kentucky 
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Figure 1. Median family income among households with children by race and ethnicity Kentucky 
DATA PROVIDED BY National KIDS COUNT 

 

 

https://datacenter.kidscount.org/data/tables/5064-children-whose-parents-lack-secure-employment-by-race-and-


 

Methods & Discussion 
 

For this study, researchers examined employment applications, hiring practices, 
workforce racial demographics, human resource departments, employee testimonials, 
etc. of Kentucky’s top five employers. 
 
There was an overall lack of participation from the five largest employers in the region 
and the federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, this paper relies on 
publicly available data as well as qualitative data gathered from interviews. Due to the 
nature of this research, interview participants requested that their identities remain 
anonymous to protect them from retaliation from employers identified in this work. 
 
Researcher’s Note: The proposed methodology for this report was using demographic 
employee data from the 5 largest employers, however, we were not able to obtain this 
information due to the refusal of the companies to release this information. We believe 
that this refusal is an act of solidarity with racist institutional practices and policies, 
therefore, we are shifting our methodology to use this refusal as a source of information 
in this research. This belief is rooted in the practice of solidarity research of the Root 
Cause Research Center, of prioritizing impacted individuals and communities over false 
notions of institutionalized legitimacy.  
 
 

Requesting Data from Powerholders 
 
United Parcel Service, Jefferson County Public Schools, Ford Motor Company Inc., 
Norton Healthcare and Humana Inc., hereafter referred to as the “Big Five”, are the 
region’s largest employers, collectively employing more than 75,404 workers.7 
 
To examine potential workforce disparities, requests for specific demographic data such 
as: race, gender, ethnicity, etc. were directly sent to Human Resource executives, 
directors, managers, etc. of the “Big Five”.  See figure 2 below:  
 
 
 
 

7 Major Employers 
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Within 24 hours, Norton Healthcare politely declined “the opportunity to participate”, 
albeit through its legal division of Human Resources. (Figure 3)  
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Figure 2. Email 
Template created 
by Community 
Researcher, 
Shannon Floyd 



 

 

 
 
The response from Jefferson County Public Schools was immediate, however there was 
only limited data provided—specific racial demographic information about the Human 
Resources personnel was restricted to “white” and “non-white.” Other racial data was 
not provided.    

A response was received from Corporate Communications of Humana, Inc. in Chicago, 
IL Inc. instead of from the official directly responsible for Human Resources, which is 
headquartered in Louisville, KY. Humana boasted of its ranking amongst “the top 50 
companies for diversity” for three consecutive years and promptly directed me to its 
Annual Inclusion and Diversity Report; however, specific questions remain unanswered 
(Figure 4).  
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Figure 3. Email Response from Norton Healthcare 



 

 

At the time of this report, UPS and Ford Human Resource officials remained 
unresponsive to the data request. To obtain needed racial demographic data from the 
region’s largest employers, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission was my 
last hope.  

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) is a federal agency that 
enforces and administers civil rights laws against workplace discrimination. It is the 
responsibility of the EEOC to investigate discrimination complaints based on an 
individual’s race, color, religion, sex, age, national origin, disability, sexual orientation, 
gender, identity, genetic information; and retaliation for reporting, participating in, and/or 
opposing a discriminatory practice.  

Contacting the EEOC to submit a data request was a bit of a conundrum.  Although 
maneuvering the website to locate the local office was easy enough, direct contact was 
not. A Director and Regional Attorney were the sole employees listed for the Louisville 
Area Office. The Louisville EEOC office is responsible for covering four states. 
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Figure 4. Email Response from Humana 

 



 

Concerning their call number, the website listed a call number with office hours that 
were limited to Monday – Thursday 8am-12pm.  The wait time to request an email 
address to contact the Louisville Area Office directly took approximately 75 minutes. 
After painstakingly explaining to a call center official that I did not wish to file a 
complaint, but submit a request for data, an additional 20 minutes passed before an 
email address was provided.  

I was stunned to learn that the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Title VII of 
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, refused to release employee racial demographics. A federal 
agency, birthed from the “ashes” of civil unrest of the 1960s, eerily comparable to the 
racial climate/uprisings of 2020, specifically created to enforce the Civil Rights Act, with 
the power to investigate and file lawsuits on behalf of “aggrieved” employees, ultimately 
hid behind confidentiality. See Figure 5 below: 
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Figure 5. Email Response 
from Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission 
 
 



 

 
 
It came as no surprise when the requests for workforce racial demographic information 
were made directly to high level Human Resources officials of the “Big Five” were either 
refused, ignored or grossly limited. However, that same information being withheld from 
a federal agency charged with responsibility of protecting those most vulnerable to 
employment discrimination is problematic. Why would the racial demographic 
information of private employers, labor unions and employment agencies be deemed 
confidential by the EEOC? The following sentence was also concerning: “If you are a 
party associated with an employer, please submit a new FOIA request and also submit 
a ‘filed’ stamp court complaint for consideration for an amended response.” Here, it is 
implied that if this data request was resubmitted under the authority of an employer and 
submitted with a “filed” stamp court complaint, they may choose to provide the 
information requested. According to the Civil Law Self-Help Center, “filing” with the court 
means a person would have to visit a court clerk’s office, pay a filing fee, and submit a 
document to be filed (usually the original and two copies). From there, the court clerk 
would inspect the documents to ensure that it complies with the court’s rules for legal 
documents, which includes formatting regulations. If the court clerk approves of the 
document after this verification process, they will stamp all copies and will add the 
document to the docket for the case, related deadline, or event associated. Some courts 
have electronic filing systems, but that’s not the case everywhere.8 Though it is possible 
to file documents electronically in Jefferson County, that privilege is reserved for 
attorneys who have completed training and have become certified.9 The EEOC implied 
that they only honor data requests from state and federally recognized businesses or 
organizations whose requests had been documented and verified by the court system. 
These requirements are inherently classist, because it discriminates against and 
delegitimizes groups whom they deem to be subordinate and unworthy of access to 
information.  

Fifty-five years later, Black people remain those most vulnerable to being discriminated 
against in the labor market. Additionally, Black people are consistently denied access to 
information which prevents them from investigating the root causes of the issues that 
they face. 

 
 
 
 

8 Basics Of Court Forms And Filings 
9 KYeCourts (Courtnet and eFiling) 
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The Subtlety of Bias &  
Discrimination in Hiring Practices 

 
According to Psychology Today, bias “is a natural inclination for or against an idea, 
object, group, or individual. It is often learned and is highly dependent on variables like 
a person’s socioeconomic status, race, ethnicity, educational background, etc. At the 
individual level, bias can negatively impact someone’s personal and professional 
relationships; at a societal level, it can lead to unfair persecution of a group, such as the 
Holocaust and slavery.” 10 
 
To discriminate is “to make a difference in treatment or favor on a basis other than 
individual merit.”11  “. . .implicit bias can shape social behavior and decision-making. 
Even people with the best intentions are influenced by these hidden attitudes, behaving 
in ways that can create disparities in hiring practices, student evaluations, law 
enforcement, criminal proceedings, --- anywhere people are making decisions that 
affect others. Such disparities can result from bias against certain groups, or favoritism 
toward others. Today, implicit bias is widely understood to be a cause of unintended 
discrimination that leads to racial, ethnic, socioeconomic and other inequalities.”12  
 
Since the 1990s an array of research studies have exposed racial bias as a focal point 
in labor market disparities between Black and white people, based on factors such as 
ethnic sounding names, or any race-specific indicators on applications. Employment 
applications from the “Big Five” were assessed for comparable questions identified as 
being biased and/or discriminatory within the context of how America’s sordid history of 
lawful brutality and exploitation of Black people remains pervasive in today’s labor 
market. See the evaluation of application fields (i.e. name, address, experience, etc.) 
below: 
 

Name 

 “Are Emily and Greg More Employable Than Lakisha and Jamal?”  A Field 
Experiment on Labor Market Discrimination is the question posed by Marianne 
Bertrand and Sendhill Mullainathan13 in the 90s and duplicated by Katherine A. 
DeCelles and colleagues in 2013.14 Both studies revealed that American (or 

10 Bias 
11 discriminate 
12 Making people aware of their implicit biases doesn’t usually change minds. But here’s what does work  
13 Are Emily and Greg More Employable Than Lakisha and Jamal? 
14 Minorities Who 'Whiten' Job Resumes Get More Interviews 
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white) sounding names on resumes got more callbacks for interviews than ethnic 
(or African American) sounding names despite identical experience. 
 
 
Address 

Remnants of the destructiveness of federal redlining remain in urban areas 
across America.15  As a result, Louisville Metro remains residentially segregated 
with 62% of Black people residing in the West End. Moreover, according to a 
2014 report released by the Louisville Metro Human Relations Commission, 45% 
of Louisville’s population lives in “extreme segregation.”16 With this in mind, it is 
relatively easy for an employer in Louisville to assume the race of an applicant 
based on the geographical information provided in their application. Therefore, 
address/zip code requirements potentially present a vulnerability to discrimination 
based on race.  
 

Before banks pumped mortgage credit into America’s suburbs, the 
Homeowners Loan Corporation (HOLC) fatefully mapped out America’s 
racial geography.  The HOLC permanently changed mortgage lending in 
the United States by simplifying and streamlining the home mortgage. Part 
of the streamlining process was the creation of standardized home 
appraisals. HOLC appraisers used census data and elaborate 
questionnaires to predict the likelihood of property appreciation in 
neighborhoods across the country.  The HOLC then used this data to 
create meticulous maps giving each metropolitan region and 
neighborhood across the country a value. These maps had four color 
categories based on perceived risk: A (green), B (blue), C (yellow), and D 
(red), green being the most desirable and red being the least.  
 
In making judgements about a home’s potential to appreciate, HOLC 
mapmakers, like individual appraisers before them, used the race of 
residents as a proxy for desirability.  Green neighborhoods were 
homogeneous and white. At the other end of the scale, the red 
neighborhoods were predominantly black. In fact, race was a greater 
factor in a neighborhood’s predicted decline than other structural 
characteristics such as the age of homes, proximity to city centers 
creditworthiness of residents, transportation opportunities, public parks, or 
any other features.13  

15 Baradaran, Mehrsa (2017).  The Color of Money:  Black Banks and The Racial Wealth Gap pp. 105. Cambridge, 
Massachusetts:  The Belknap Press of Harvard University  
16 Old, poor and black? The city of Prospect doesn't want you  
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Experience 

My recommendation is to limit professional history to five years.  
 
 
Reason for leaving and/or May we contact this employer? 

Asking an applicant for reasons why they left a previous employer, is invasive, 
violates privacy and subjects’ explanations to subjective interpretation.  Asking 
an applicant for reasons why they left and contacting a previous employer are 
equivalent to, “Why did you get a divorce?”  “May we contact your ex?” in the 
world of professionalism.  
 
The real questions are, “Are Talent Recruiters less inclined to select applicants 
for interviews that opt not to answer Reason for leaving? May we contact this 
employer?” Can such questions measure and/or determine ability to fulfill 
performance responsibilities? If “Jamal and LaKeisha” are not getting selected in 
the application process because of their names17, can you imagine the response 
to applicants opting out of “Reasons for leaving” and/or “May we contact this 
employer?” What a tremendous amount of power and control left to subjectivity of 
a Talent Recruiter during the initial selection process.  
 

“Opinion is really the lowest form of human knowledge. It requires 
no accountability, no understanding. The highest form of 
knowledge… is empathy, for it requires us to suspend our egos and 
live in another’s world. It requires profound purpose larger than the 
self- kind of understanding.” ― Bill Bullard 

 
While waiting to be interviewed for a position, pre-COVID 19, I was asked to 
complete reference forms to verify employment with my three most previous 
employers. Though uneventful, I learned that previous employers were being 
asked to indicate a specific reason for departure i.e. resigned, forced resignation, 
quit, terminated, etc.  
 
Consider how often permission is given to contact previous employers without 
regard to specific questions being asked about former employees. Professional 
privacy is violated, and information given by a former employer is susceptible to 
misinterpretation under the guise of employment verification, all unbeknownst to 
the applicant. Questions beyond confirming start/end dates to verify previous 

17 Are Emily and Greg More Employable Than Lakisha and Jamal? 
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employment are subject to being discriminatory due to unfavorable ratings. An 
unfavorable rating with a previous employer does not equate to an unfavorable 
experience with a potential employer. 
 
 
Education - Dates attended from/To; Date conferred or expected 

According to a representative from the Registrar’s Office at the University of 
Louisville (9/22/20), attendance nor graduation dates are required to verify 
education and/or completion of education.  Requiring education attendance dates 
makes applicants susceptible to age discrimination. 

 
 

Overall GPA 

Can a Grade Point Average from high school and/or undergraduate and/or 
graduate school measure intellect and/or determine an applicant’s ability to fulfill 
performance responsibilities for a position?  If the answer is, “No”, then what is 
the relevance of the question to the pre-employment screening process? 
 
 
Select Campuses - “Based on the map above, please select the area(s) of 
Jefferson County where you would be available to work:  CENTRAL, EAST, 
SOUTH, SOUTHWEST, WEST” 

Kentucky’s largest public-school system affords applicants geographic 
preference for assignments. For example, in Global Heartland preferred shifts, 
roles and responsibilities are typically reserved for primarily white employees, 
with the least preferred unfortunately regulated to Blacks.18  Jefferson County 
Public Schools remain virtually segregated with the largest percentages of Black 
administrators, teachers, personnel, staff, students, etc. occupying the district’s 
lowest performing primary and secondary schools in communities overwhelmed 
by the ravishing of federal redlining, gentrification and disinvestment.  

 
 

Voluntary EEOC Disclosure  

Under federal law, employers with 100 or more employees are required to report 
the racial composition of its workforce to the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission. However, public release of racial demographics is left to the sole 

18 Miraftab, Faranak (2016).  Global Heartland:  Displaced Labor, Transnational Lives, and Local Placemaking pp. 
180.  Bloomington & Indianapolis:  Indiana University Press  
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discretion of enterprise.  In addition, under the Voluntary EEO section, applicants 
can opt-out of disclosing race, ethnicity, gender, disability, military service, etc.  
 
Adding to the conundrum is though required, opt-out racial composition data is 
compiled by EEOC and is considered confidential to “third parties”; therefore, 
protected from public records.  What are we doing here?  If the original intent of 
EEOC, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, was to prohibit employment 
discrimination based on race, religion, national origin and gender, why are EEO 
questions on employment applications voluntary and racial composition of 
enterprise not public record? How can EEOC effectively enforce federal law 
when specific data is optional? 
 
 
Referrals 

According to the Center for American Progress (Figure 6), despite age, gender, 
education and veteran status, Blacks have higher unemployment rates than their 
white counterparts and have less “access to better-paying, stable jobs with better 
benefits.”19 

 

  

19 African Americans Face Systematic Obstacles to Getting Good Jobs 
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Figure 6. Black Workers 
Experience Higher 
Unemployment Rates than 
White Workers Across 
Multiple Categories 
 

 

https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/economy/reports/2019/12/05/478150/african-americans-face-systematic-obstacles-getting-good-jobs/


 

 
 
If unemployment rates are higher and “access to better-paying” jobs is less for 
Blacks than their white counterparts, resulting in grossly limited opportunities for 
professional advancement, then few are privy to “spaces” where decisions are 
made concerning promotions, unofficial, significant and/or potential positions. If 
powerholders and high-level decision makers within an organization are primarily 
white, then who do you think is being referred? Referrals can dangerously be 
used as a “dog whistle” for “nepotism”; a coded message clearly communicated 
to Human Resources to select and hire specific candidates.  

 
 
Legal Information 

Of the factors given for barriers to employment for non-working adults during prime 
working age years of the Louisville metropolitan area is the disproportionate number of 
Blacks that are criminal justice involved.  
 
 

 
 
Sarah Ehresman, the Director of Labor Market Intel for Kentuckiana Works, reiterated 
that “adults who have been justice-involved have limited employment options”, are 
virtually “shut-out” of positions in “healthcare, financial institutions and education” and 
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Figure 7. Louisville Jail 
Incarceration Rates by 
Demographic Characteristics 
 
 



 

“employers are often times less likely to hire someone who was previously 
incarcerated.”20   See Figure 7 
 
Are Blacks disproportionately “justice involved” and/or incarcerated? Are Blacks 
inherently criminal more so than other races/ethnicities? If one has “paid their debt to 
society” then why does punishment continue through employment, education, voting, 
etc. with the Scarlet Letter of “misdemeanor or felony status?”  
 
Decades have been spent “championing” the cause of “at-risk” youth and the 
incomprehensible impact of those abused, misused and neglected. To be clear, criminal 
background checks to protect young people from predators are necessary. However, 
are the same correlations to be made with the array of charges that fall under felony 
status? 
 
Imagine being required to answer and explain the “why” of deeply personal “mistakes” 
and/or foolish decisions made and left to the judgement of “strangers”  who are ignorant 
of the intricacies of the criminal justice system, beyond a speeding ticket.   Why is 
enterprise permitted to ask intrusive and disparaging questions that are left to the 
subjectivity of Talent Recruiters?  
 
 
Termination and/or forced to resign and/or failure to be rehired status  

Termination is the “felony status” label of the professional world; thereby rendering 
applicants susceptible to bias and discrimination. Does a past termination or forced 
resignation or failure to be rehired status determine an applicant’s ability to fulfill 
performance abilities and/or expose character flaws? If not, why ask the question(s)? 
 
 
Agreement-Signatures  

“Methodically and meticulously”, enterprise is privy, through an array of applicant 
“agreement-signature” clauses, contingent to completion of the application process, to 
“sensitive” information i.e. taxes, credit, financial, former employers, affiliates, etc. 
Ultimately, applicants agree to give-up “basic rights” without a promise of an interview, 
nor job offer.   How can this not be exploitative?  See below:  
  

● UPS:  Arbitration Agreement 1. How This Agreement Applies. This Arbitration 
Agreement (“Agreement”) is a contract governed by the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 
U.S.C. § 1 et seq. and evidences a transaction involving commerce. If the 

20 Who are the adults in their prime working years who are not working? 
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Federal Arbitration Act does not apply to this Agreement, then the law of the 
state in which you primarily perform(ed) services for United Parcel Service, Inc., 
an Ohio corporation, or one of its affiliates, subsidiaries or parent companies 
(“Company”), shall govern. Except as it otherwise provides, this Agreement 
applies to any dispute arising out of or related to Employee's (sometimes also 
referred to as “you” or “your”) application or selection for employment, 
employment, and/or termination of employment with the Company. Except as 
provided in Section 2 of this Agreement, this Agreement applies to any dispute, 
past, present, or future, that the Company may have against you or that you may 
have against: (1)Company; (2) its officers, directors, principals, shareholders, 
members, owners, employees, or agents; (3) Company’s benefit plans or the 
plan’s sponsors, fiduciaries, administrators, affiliates, or agents; and (4) all 
successors and assigns of any of them. Each and all the entities or individuals 
listed in (1) through (4) of the preceding sentence can enforce this Agreement. 
All disputes covered by this Agreement will be decided by a single arbitrator 
through final and binding arbitration and not by way of court or jury trial. 
 

● JCPS:  By checking the box below, candidate authorizes the school district to 
conduct an investigation of candidate pursuant to KRS 160.380 to determine 
whether candidate has been convicted of a sexual offense, a drug offense, a 
violent offense as defined in KRS 17.165, any felony offense or other conviction 
determined by the Superintendent to bear a reasonable relationship to the ability 
of the individual to perform the job;. . . 

 
I authorize the use of any information in the application to verify my statement, 
and I authorize past employers, all references and any other person to answer all 
questions asked concerning my ability, character, reputation, and previous 
employment record.  I release all such persons from any liability or damages on 
account of having furnished such information. 
 

● Norton Healthcare:  FAIR CREDIT REPORTING ACT DISCLOSURE AND 
AUTHORIZATION FORM: 
 

The consumer report(s) may contain information concerning your 
character, general reputation, personal characteristics, mode of living, 
credit worthiness, or credit standing. The types of information that may be 
sought include, but are not 
limited to your criminal record; civil litigation record; motor vehicle record; 
social security number verification; address and alias history; credit 
history; education history, employment and earnings history; professional 
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licensing, credential and certification checks; drug/alcohol testing results 
and history; military service; and other information. 
 
The Company may obtain information concerning your character, general 
reputation, personal characteristics, mode of living, credit worthiness, or 
credit standing through investigative consumer reports, which may be 
obtained through personal interviews with your neighbors, friends, or 
associates. You may request disclosure of the nature and scope of the 
investigation in writing within a reasonable period. 
 
The Company may rely on any or all the above-referenced information 
when making an employment decision that directly affects you. If the 
Company contemplates making an employment decision that adversely 
affects you based, in whole or in part, upon information obtained from a 
credit reporting agency, you will be provided additional notices and 
information. 

 
● Humana, Inc.:  

 
In connection with the verification of information about me provided to Humana, I 
authorize all government agencies, state departments of motor vehicles, 
corporations, companies, educational institutions, persons, law enforcement 
agencies, licensing boards, criminal, civil and federal courts, and former 
employers to release information they may have about me, and I release them 
from any liability and responsibility from doing so.  

 
In the event I am employed by Humana, I further authorize Humana to give and 
disclose any information concerning my employment or termination from 
employment with Humana to any person or entity requesting such reference 
information, and I release Humana from any and all liability or damages which 
may result from the furnishing or disclosure of such information.  However, 
nothing in this paragraph shall obligate Humana to provide or release any 
information, and any information released shall be at the sole discretion of 
Humana. 
 
I understand that, if hired, my employment will be at will, meaning that I can be 
terminated, with or without cause, at any time at the discretion of either the 
company or myself. 
 
Clauses 
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Close review of “clauses” in various forms, with a singular intent, reveals gross 
relinquishment of private rights, during the pre-employment application process, 
while absolving the enterprise of liability.  Though applicants are given options, 
failure to sign and/or agree results in the inability to continue and/or apply at the 
end of the process.  
 
Strong arguments can be made that “coercing” applicants to relinquish privacy 
rights, thereby making them vulnerable to bias and/or discrimination during the 
selection process, to apply can lead to intentional infliction of emotional distress. 
Intention is a determining factor in the selection process based on disclosed 
private information and can cause potential for “emotional distress” to rejected 
applicants.  Please consider the following torts surrounding privacy, particularly 
“False Light,” which protects the privacy individuals from defamation.  A felony 
drug charge could put an applicant in a “false light”, in the mind of an implicitly 
biased Talent Recruiter, of being unable to fulfill performance responsibilities. 
 

“A tort, in common law jurisdiction, is a civil wrong that causes a claimant 
to suffer loss or harm, resulting in legal liability for the person who 
commits the tortious act.  It can include intentional infliction of emotional 
distress, negligence, financial losses, injuries, invasion of privacy, and 
many other things”.21  

 
Although the specifics of these laws vary from state to state, the following 
four torts are based on the right to privacy 22: 

 
Intrusion of Solitude 
Intrusion upon seclusion laws protect your right to privacy while you 
are in solitude or seclusion. This right extends to you or your private 
affairs. For example, it's an invasion of privacy for a neighbor to 
peek through your windows or take pictures of you in your home. 
Likewise, it's also an invasion of privacy to use electronic 
equipment to eavesdrop on a private conversation.  The general 
elements of this tort are as follows: 

1. The defendant intruded into the plaintiff's private affairs, 
seclusion or solitude 

2. The intrusion would be objectionable to a reasonable person 

21Tort - Legal Information Institute 
22 What Is Invasion of Privacy? 
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The defendant does not need to communicate the details of 
the intrusion to a third party; once the defendant has committed the 
intruding act (and the plaintiff proves the necessary elements), the 
defendant is liable for invasion of privacy. 

Appropriation 
Appropriation of name or likeness laws protect your right to control 
the use of your own identity for a business or economic purpose. 
Typically, these claims involve the unauthorized use of a person's 
picture or name.   While state laws vary, the elements necessary to 
prove appropriation are generally as follows: 

1. The defendant (the party being sued) used the plaintiff's (the 
party initiating the lawsuit) name, likeness or identity. 

2. The use was for the defendant's benefit, whether the benefit 
is economic or otherwise. 

3. The use was without the plaintiff's consent; and 
4. The use caused injury to the plaintiff. 

 
Public Disclosure of Private Facts 
Public disclosure of private facts laws protect your right to keep the 
details of your private life from becoming public information. For 
example, publicizing facts about a person's health, sexual conduct, 
or financial troubles is likely an invasion of privacy.  While state 
laws vary, the general elements of this tort are as follows: 

1. The defendant publicized a matter regarding the private life 
of the plaintiff. 

2. The publicized matter would be highly offensive to a 
reasonable person; and 

3. It is not of legitimate concern to the public. 

To publicize a private matter, laws generally require that private 
information is disseminated in such a way that it is substantially 
certain to become public knowledge. 

False Light 
An invasion of privacy can occur when the publicized information is 
misleading or somehow distorts the truth.  The false light must be 
highly offensive to the average person and be published with the 
knowledge of, or in reckless disregard of, whether the information 
was false or would place the person in a false light.  For example, it 
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may be an invasion of privacy if a caption published with a 
photograph in a news article about a protest describes a person as 
a participant, when in fact, the person was only observing the 
protest. Generally, the elements of false light are as follows: 

1. The defendant publicly disclosed information about the 
plaintiff. 

2. The information placed the plaintiff in a false light; and 
3. The false light would be highly offensive to a reasonable 

person. 
Many states also require the plaintiff to prove that the defendant 
acted with actual malice, so be sure to check your state's laws or 
consult with a lawyer if you believe you may have a claim. 

Among the various contingencies, clauses, agreements, etc. of the Big Five throughout 
the application process, the Arbitration Agreement at United Parcel Services gives 
considerable pause.  In anticipation of potential disputes, rights to file suit in a court of 
law against UPS are virtually relinquished during the application process when 
applicants are prompted to sign an Arbitration Agreement that permits continuance to 
the next section if signed; effectively relinquishing future legal rights prior to 
employment.  

 
 

Personality Assessment(s)  

Pymetrics is a “gamified recruitment tool” used to determine position based on 
personality, which takes approximately 30-40 minutes to complete.  The mission of 
Pymetrics is to eliminate bias and discrimination from the hiring process with Artificial 
Intelligence.23  

 
Pymetrics is a pre-qualifier to complete an employment application with UPS.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

23 Why is the status quo flawed and how can we fix it? .  
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An employment application with Norton Healthcare is considered incomplete unless 
applicants complete a “survey”.  By clicking the tab linked to the “survey”, applicants 
discover how quickly the terminology changes from “survey” to “assessment”; which 
takes approximately 20-30 minutes.  
 
 

 
  
“A growing body of research indicates that artificial intelligence systems used for job 
recruitment, which have become increasingly common, reinforce racial and gender 
inequality. . .Computer algorithms are not biased because of a technical glitch or 
because of some sci-fi scenario in which the robot takes on a personality of its own. 
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Figure 8.  
UPS Pre-Qualifier 
Screenshot 
 
 

 
 

Figure 9.  
Norton Healthcare Survey 
Screenshot 
 
 
 
 



 

Many AI hiring systems are created using a company’s previous applicant 
history—which historically, has been favorable to cisgender white men”.24 
 
Artificial Intelligence used as a tool for human resource recruitment is essentially biased 
because the people that develop the intelligence are implicitly biased.  As with anything, 
a credible, secure and consistent system of “checks and balances” is imperative to 
maintaining integrity.  
 
 
Work Opportunity Tax Credit 

The Work Opportunity Tax Credit (WOTC) is a Federal tax credit available to employers 
for hiring individuals from certain targeted groups who have consistently faced 
significant barriers to employment.25  
 
WOTC appears to be an opportunity for targeted individuals (i.e. Qualified IV-A 
Recipient, Qualified Veteran, Ex-Felon, Designated Community Resident/DCR, 
Vocational Rehabilitation Referral, Summer Youth Employee, Supplemental Nutrition 
Assistance Program Recipient/SNAP, Supplemental Security Income/SSI Recipient, 
Long-Term Family Assistance Recipient, Qualified Long-Term Family Assistance 
Recipient, Qualified Long-Term Unemployment Recipient, etc.) 26  who are low-SES or 
otherwise marginalized.  Enterprise produces  “cheap” labor force, driven by high 
productivity, with minimal benefits and regard for hazardous working conditions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

24 Why these companies are rethinking the use of AI in hiring 
25  Work Opportunity Tax Credit 
26 Work Opportunity Tax Credit 
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In Racial Capitalism, Critical Ethnic Studies, it is stated that “Capital can only be capital 
when it is accumulating, and it can only accumulate by producing and moving through 
relations of severe inequality among human groups” 27 and in the words of Ruth Wilson 
Gilmore, "Capitalism requires inequality and racism enshrines it. Racial capitalism in a 
phrase summarizes this ordinary feature of political economic life." 28 In essence, the 
entity ultimately responsible for systematizing racism is monetarily incentivizing 
enterprise to exploit those most vulnerable.  American capitalism ensured a permanent 
underclass to fuel its workforce with Black people.  
 

A southern politician declared this central doctrine from the floor of the U.S. 
Senate in March 1858.  “In all social systems, there must be a class to do the 
menial duties, to perform the drudgery of life”, Sen. James Henry Hammond of 
South Carolina told his fellow senators.  “That is a class requiring but a low order 
of intellect and but little skill.  Its requisites are vigor, docility, fidelity.  Such a 
class you must have. . .It constitutes the very mud-sill of society.”29  

 

27 Melamed, Jodi (2015). “Racial Capitalism.” Critical Ethnic Studies. 1(1):76–85  
28 Wilson, Bobby (2000).  America’s Johannesburg:  Industrialization & Radical Transformation in Birmingham 
Foreward by Ruth Wilson Gilmore.  Lanham, Boulder, New York, Oxford:  Rowman & Littlefield  
29Wilkerson, Isabel (2020). Caste. Pp.131. New York:  Random House  
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Figure 10.  
Ford Motor Company 
WOTC Screenshot 
 
 
 



 

Diversity & Inclusion Initiatives  
at the Big Five: An Impact Evaluation 
 
Rayna Edwards and Carole Jackson, senior staff members at Mercer Global, address 
the Say/Do Gap that has widened in the wake of corporate responses to the national 
Uprising for Racial Justice and growing consumer concerns about systemic racism, and 
state, “Real change requires real actions—the data shows us that empathy is not 
enough.”30 Brink: The Edge of Risk —the online publication in which the article was 
originally published—shares contemporary think-pieces on corporate risk and resilience 
in the global economy. In their article Edwards and Jackson sited a Monmouth 
University poll released in early June31, stating that “76% of Americans now say racism 
and discrimination are ‘a big problem’ in the U.S. — a 26% increase since 2015.” 
Edwards and Jackson qualify this by saying that this increase was “mainly due to the 
shifting understanding of white people.” From their research and perspective, “longtime 
observers will tell you we have seen such hopeful moments before. That in fact, the 
history of civil rights and equality in America has been a long and frustrating cycle of 
promises to do better, followed by very little real or sustained action for change.” They 
go on to say that “[t]his is particularly true in business, where there has long been a 
significant and discouraging “say/do” gap between the values companies express 
publicly and the impact of those values on real behavior and equality.32”  
 
Edwards and Jackson assert that this gap—between stated company values and the 
measurement of the impact of those values on internal systems, behavior, and 
practices—undermines and impairs an organization's ability to effectively “measure or 
understand how an employee’s experience and ability to succeed in the organization 
may differ based on race and ethnicity.” Furthermore, they argue that the “Say/Do” Gap 
also impedes an organization's ability to discern whether or not a diversity and inclusion 
(D&I) initiative has any impact at all without any accountability mechanisms by way of 
meticulously tracking internal progress.  
 
Edwards and Jackson also recommend actions companies should take to increase the 
impact of their D&I initiatives and develop an inclusive and equitable workforce for Black 
employees. They assert that D&I initiatives should have the same level of accountability 
as profit and loss initiatives, meaning senior leaders should be held responsible for 
outcomes— not Human Resources— and should be associated with budgets, metrics, 
and other material accountability touchstones. There needs to be standards and criteria 

30 Time to Act – Empathy Is Not Enough 
31 Protestors’ Anger Justified Even If Actions May Not Be 
32 Time to Act – Empathy Is Not Enough 
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by which we can recognize progress and better assess concerns identified by Black 
employees and Black candidates for employment. 
 
This paper has constructed a simple and basic “Say/Do” gap test for Louisville 
businesses who have D&I initiatives. A thorough content analysis of the “Big Five” was 
implemented to create a corporate profile based on: 
  

● Number of employees in the city of Louisville  
● Number of Black/African American employees 
● D&I statements, goals, and developmental opportunities  
● Trackable commitments made via social media posts and letters to the public in 

response to the Uprising for Racial Justice  
● Documented racism and discrimination  
● Ties to police departments and subsequently police misconduct, use of force, 

and brutality, 
● Unions and internal employee or business resource groups for Black/African 

American employees, and 
● Public-facing representatives and departments dedicated to the sole pursuit of 

D&I and/or Racial Equity 
 
Combined, the “Big Five” employ more than 75,000 Louisville.33 Though all five have 
adopted Diversity and Inclusion statements, policies, initiatives, and rhetoric, none of 
them have succeeded in eliminating discriminatory hiring and employment practices nor 
have they met their stated diversity hiring goals. See Figure 11 below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

33 Major Employers 
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34 https://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/about/newsroom/jcps-facts - 9/24/2020 numbers up  
35 Less than 1010 teachers are Black in JCPS. Dr. Martin “Marty” Pollio, JCPS Superintendent, 
JCPS announcement at Simmons College, June 15, instagram post (video) 
36 At least 1,200 employees live in the West End so there is a greater chance that Humana has at 
least 1,200 Black/AA employees. 
https://press.humana.com/news/news-details/2020/Humana-Announces-Support-for-Louisville-to-Help-Re
build-and-Unite-City/default.aspx#gsc.tab=0  
37 June 15, 2020 Superintendent Commitmented to hiring more Black teachers. Dr. Martin “Marty” 
Pollio, JCPS Superintendent, JCPS announcement at Simmons College, June 15, instagram post 
(video) 
38 Based on D&I Statement to “Reflect the community” served. 
https://nortonhealthcare.com/about-us/equity-inclusion-belonging/  
39 Based on I&D Statement to “Reflect the community” served. 
https://www.humana.com/careers/inclusion-diversity  
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40 Based on “reflect the community” served ideology in general - Louisville Black population 23% 
41 June 15, 2020 Superintendent Commitmented to hiring more Black teachers, but only added 35 
Black/AA teacher residency program candidates to 2021’s program out of the 50 spots that were 
available. This low add falls short of his goal by at least 1,348 needed Black/AA teacher hires. Meaning 
this only meets 2.6% of his goal to employ Black/AA teachers equal to or greater than the Black/AA 
population within JCPS 35%. Dr. Martin “Marty” Pollio, JCPS Superintendent, JCPS announcement at 
Simmons College, June 15, instagram post (video) 
42 Based on the goal to have the percentage of Black teachers equal or surpass the current 
percentage of Black students currently enrolled in JCPS. Dr. Martin “Marty” Pollio, JCPS 
Superintendent, JCPS announcement at Simmons College, June 15, instagram post (video) 
43 June 8, 2020, UPS main office in Atlanta aks for the the “immediate passage of Federal 
Antilynching Act & State Based Hate Crime Bills, including Georgia’s”. 
https://www.pressroom.ups.com/pressroom/ContentDetailsViewer.page?ConceptType=PressReleas
es&id=1591644704120-571&WT.mc_id=TWT_ORG_JUNETEENTH_PRESSRELEASE_061920  
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✝ Conclusions were derived after a thorough analysis of publicly available Diversity, Inclusion, and Racial Equity information and 
content sourced from company websites and company social media (i.e. Twitter and Instagram) posts dating back to May 26, 
2020. We investigated social media posts dating back to May 26, 2020 to identify any posts that may have been in response to 
the national Uprising for Racial Justice. Every news account in the US marks late May 2020 as the beginning of the Uprising for 
Racial Justice, because the Uprising began our of outrage due to the widely shared video that exposed the brutal arrest and 
murder George Floyd at the hands of police during that time. As protests grew across the nation more deaths of Black people at 
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Anti-Black Violence Big Five Case Study 1: Ford Motors Documented Racism and 
Discrimination 

“The Big Five” continue to have internal issues involving systemic racism affecting hiring 
practices as well as employment mobility. In June 2020, two employee-led protests 
occurred at Ford’s engine plant in Lima, Ohio. The first was a picket protest at shift 
change that was led by Black employees against racial discrimination, harassment (e.g. 
racist graffiti, hanging nooses and racist effigies,44 etc.) micro-aggressions (which 
include but are not limited to the alleged daily occurrence of MAGA hats and clothing 
with confederate flag emblems) as well as violence and threats of violence in the 
workplace. The second protest was a one-day strike that was led by white employees at 
the same plant who believed that a colleague had been unjustly fired for hanging a 
stuffed monkey by what appeared to be a noose in a work area where Black employees 
saw it. The stuffed monkey incident was one of many intimidation tactics and 
micro-aggressions Black workers had been forced to endure while on the job.45  
 

“I am on the civil and human rights committee,” said one Black 10-year employee 
(article notes that this worker’s name was removed to protect them from 
retaliation), “and people come to me with issues weekly. And I have to tell them 
about our process, the systemically racist process that has proven over and over 
again that nothing will be done.”46 
 

A few years prior Rob Fails, president of the Lima chapter of the NAACP, released 
similar statements in 2018 saying their chapter had received many complains and 
allegations of discrimination from Black Ford Lima engine plant employees. Despite a 
history of complaints Fails recognized that regardless “People are afraid to speak up out 
of fear of retaliation… And fear in the workplace affects safety as well as productivity.”47 
Meaning that these egregious incidents targeting Black employees also affect Ford’s 
bottom-line, which should be enough to motivate them towards more progressive action 
than a company- wide survey to assess attitudes about diversity.48 To further cast a light 

44 Union Group Claims Racist Activities Increasing in Auto Plants 
45 Black Workers at Ohio Ford Plant Denounce Racist Taunts  
46 Black Workers at Ohio Ford Plant Denounce Racist Taunts  
47 NAACP highlights alleged workplace discrimination 
48 Ford is auditing 188,000 employees: What it's asking 
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the hands of police, military forces, and White Supremacist militia grew in number, painfully fueling national resistance and 
collective action to dismantle systemic racism and correlated systems of oppression.  
 

https://www.thedetroitbureau.com/2018/02/union-group-claims-racist-activities-increasing-in-auto-plants/
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https://www.freep.com/story/money/cars/ford/2020/07/16/ford-audit-racism/5442692002/


 

on the undisputable evidence of White Supremacist attitudes and systemic racism at 
Ford that has been documented despite the threat of corporate retaliation, this section 
will be devoted to spotlighting the already made public concerns and stories of current 
and former Black Ford employees. This section aims to demonstrate what an utter 
waste of time, energy, and resources it is to employ a diversity “audit” (i.e. employee 
survey)—which strategically entertains the issue suppressing notion that “not enough 
information has been gathered”—as a response to Black and anti-racist white Ford 
employees who have successfully bridged their protests with the national Uprising for 
Racial Justice. 
 
It’s important to first revisit the events of the June Black-led protests. Ford employees 
who joined the protest systemic racism demanded change from Ford management as 
well as the Union Local 1219.49 Black Ford Employees have very few options to report 
racially motivated death threats, harassment, discrimination, and so on. When 
considering Ford’s history of creating a hostile work environment in retaliation of 
employees of color,50 it’s not difficult to sympathize with Black employees who do not 
feel safe to report issues involving racism. It’s noteworthy to clarify that Black Ford 
employees are not just holding back their concerns because they believe them to be 
minor or that they may go ignored by upper management. There is real and validated 
fear of being punished for reporting. Examples of workplace retaliation include but are 
not limited to any negative job action such as demotion, salary reduction, firing, job or 
shift reassignment, the act of writing a witheringly scornful, severely critical, and/or 
mischaracterizing former employer review or reference, etc. With that said, should a 
Black employee muster the courage to speak up about racism or discrimination in the 
workplace, their only options are to report the incidents to upper management (i.e. floor 
supervisors, etc.), UAW (United Auto Workers), the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission (EEOC), local Black-led advocacy groups, or news media.  
 
Ford’s upper management has the greatest power to retaliate against the Black 
employee, and HR departments are not exempt from those same concerns because 
they are not without implicit bias nor power to discriminate. In addition, a Black 
employee who had been at the Ford Lima plant for five-and-a-half-years approached 
HR and recommended that the Plant Manager make a statement to address the stuffed 
monkey lynching incident directly before problems worsened and HR passed the advice 
along but it was inevitably shut down with a response from management saying that 
they needed approval from Ford headquarters. The employee and others felt that they 

49 Ford employees say racial discrimination exists, protest for cultural change throughout the Plant 
50 Ford ordered to pay $16.8M in discrimination, retaliation case 
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had no other choice but to approach the local chapter of NAACP and begin to organize 
a rally for racial justice.51  
 
Considering reporting racial injustices to UAW, according to Greg Clark a Black former 
UAW Local Shop Chair has noted that some UAW representatives have been slow to 
respond to reports of (again) hanging nooses as a form of harassment and intimidation 
of Black Ford employees in Chicago.52 On the authority of Fails, “When unions were 
strong, Black people at Ford Motor Co. did well, but unions now are very weak. The 
UAW has entered into partnership with Ford Motor Co. and I don't understand the 
relationship.” Fortunately, within UAW there is a group of retirees and union officers 
known as the Autoworkers Caravan (AWC) who are very critical of union leadership and 
who have been fierce advocates for Black auto workers and their families. In 2018, 
retired UAW staff member and AWC co-founder, Frank Hammer, suggested that UAW 
members use group grievances, UAW publications, and social media to denounce 
racism and hold employers accountable. “This and the other racist actions are adversely 
impacting UAW members and their families, and harming union solidarity. This plays 
right into the hands of the employers. They are sowing discord among the rank and file, 
while the corporate executives amass their riches,” Hammer asserted.53 But in Lima, 
Ohio, the site of the June 2020 protest for racial justice, the union was not supportive of 
Black Ford employees who had growing concerns about racism in the workplace. The 
10-year employee that was mentioned earlier in this section applied to be on the union’s 
civil rights committee three years prior to the protest and was told “‘we usually just keep 
one person’—a committee of one.”54According to Labor Notes, an online advocacy 
media and organizing project that covered the story, “That one person, according to her, 
had never done an investigation. After a subsequent incident she was called to the 
union office and placed on the committee—a case of crossing t's and dotting i's, she 
thought. Now, despite being sent to union training and holding meetings, she feels that 
nothing has been done. “It's finally time to get it out publicly,” she said of the protest.”55 
 
Looking at event attendance, media attention, as well as the support demonstrated by 
local Black-led advocacy groups and news outlets, the June 2020 Black-led Lima 
protest was only successful at exposing the numerous concerns of current and former 
Black employees because of who they bravely reported their concerns to. By reporting 
their concerns about discrimination, harassment, systemic racism, and so on, to 
organizations that did not have conflicts of interest (financial or otherwise), those 
organizations were not motivated to ignore, suppress, shut down, or fight the concerns 

51 Black Workers at Ohio Ford Plant Denounce Racist Taunts  
52 Union Group Claims Racist Activities Increasing in Auto Plants 
53 Union Group Claims Racist Activities Increasing in Auto Plants  
54 Black Workers at Ohio Ford Plant Denounce Racist Taunts  
55 Black Workers at Ohio Ford Plant Denounce Racist Taunts 
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that they received. Simply put, when a person or organization has personal interests 
that are at risk, there is greater potential for that person or organization to respond to 
people(s) who have identified—or to them created—said risk by putting them at a 
disadvantage. Meaning they may choose to do something—or not do something, 
depending on the situation—in order to eliminate or disarm the risk to their personal 
interest. That is why conflict of interest policies exist. It stands to reason that it is illogical 
and a neglectfully gross imbalance in power dynamics to allow any person or 
organization to continue to act as a complaint arbitrator in situations where they 
themselves have personal interest or may have directly been responsible for the harm 
that caused the complaint to begin with. Systemic racism has created a nationally 
accepted and morally bankrupt internal power structure within corporations that has 
normalized the unethical conundrum that Human Resource departments and company 
leadership are meant to both receive and address employee concerns while also 
fiercely protecting the interests of the company. When it comes to employee concerns 
that a company is directly or indirectly at fault for, a conflict of interest arises should that 
company (or peoples tied to that company) attempt to arbitrate those concerns. This 
simply should not be legal, because from this perspective the goals of the employer 
(who is determining fault, damage, and resulting penalties) are more likely to hold a 
greater importance than the needs of the employee. Let’s put it this way, if you were in a 
car accident and the other driver disregarded a stop sign and hit your car, it would not 
be ethical, fair, or just if that other driver assumed the role of attending police officer and 
recorded the incident and determined who was at fault. Furthermore, it would not be 
ethical, fair, or just if the other driver assumed the role of the insurance provider and/or 
small claims court judge in determining the consequences for any of the parties 
involved. It should be illegal for companies to be the sole arbitrators and/or investigators 
of concerns that address harm that they themselves may have caused or that they have 
conflicts of interest in. 
  
The culture of fear amongst Black Ford employees that is nurtured by systemic racism, 
harms employees in several ways. Take for example the Vaughn-Moss family. Alisha 
Moss and her mother and father, Alfreda Vaughn and William “Bill” Vaugn Jr., all three 
worked at Ford over the course of decades. None of them were strangers to 
discrimination and the psychological and physical damages of years of systemic 
oppression. Alfreda’s family supported her when she was forced to file a discrimination 
lawsuit to receive the promotion that she felt she’d already earned—a fight which took 
nearly two stressful years to win. The official reason from management for not 
promoting Alfreda was that she was passed over because she did not have a college 
degree, which her family found to be a dubious explanation. During those two years of 
waiting, Alfreda still worked hard at her job each day despite the fact that the 
supervisors who were at fault—and who had been notified of the filed EEOC complaint 
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and lawsuit—were also still directly responsible for her work evaluations. These 
conditions created a hostile work environment that only became more subtle once 
Alfreda won her case. Freda even continued to work full-time while earning her 
bachelor’s degree in finance and whilst raising three children. 
 
Bill, Alfreda’s husband, was supported by his family as he was able to successfully 
advance in his position. Unfortunately, once promoted he was “met with racial slurs and 
sabotage from his colleagues” and on occasion supervisors. Despite these facts, Bill 
worked 12-hour shifts, seven days a week and “had no tolerance for mediocrity” his 
daughter Alisha recalls. The physical and mental stress of his work and work 
environment led to Bill suffering three major heart attacks. Bill inevitably took medical 
retirement three years early from his scheduled retirement date.  
 
According to NOVA, a Public Broadcasting Service program, “A stressful situation 
involves more than just abstract emotion; your body also prepares for conflict. Your 
blood pressure increases, along with your heart rate. Blood is diverted to your 
extremities to allow for easier movement. And your system is flooded with hormones 
like adrenaline and norepinephrine, which give you access to lots of energy 
quickly—key for either fighting or fleeing. The catch is that these systems have evolved 
to be used for a few minutes at a time, then returned to baseline once the threat has 
passed. The problems arrive when stress becomes chronic.” NOVA goes on by quoting 
Tyan Parker Dominguez, a clinical professor of social work at the University of Southern 
California. Dominguez explains, “Your body then remains in this hypervigilant mode, 
where you’re constantly anxious, constantly worried. If you have your foot on the gas 
pedal of your car, and you’re just constantly revving your engine with no let up, that’s 
going to wear down the engine of your car much faster.”56 Though Bill and Alfreda 
inevitably retired to Florida to improve his health conditions, Alfreda unexpectedly died 
of an undetectable heart condition. Freda was only 67 years old when she passed. 
 
Before Bill and Freda left the Ford Lima Engine Plant, fresh out of the University of 
Notre Dame, Alisha (their daughter) entered the Ford work force. Upon her entry her 
parents introduced her to the same culture of fear that they had been propagated into 
by telling her “We don’t want our name associated with poor performance. We can’t 
afford it because we don’t get second chances.” Alisha sharing the same “disdain for 
mediocrity” as her father, she quickly landed a position where she supervised men who 
were some decades her senior. Alisha still encountered what she called a “club of 
exclusivity,” citing that Ford had adapted to decades of lawsuits and diversity training by 
merely becoming more discreet about its exclusion. “And all that did was piss white 
people off, because they didn’t want to hear the word diversity,” Alisha asserted. “They 

56 How the stress of racism can harm your health—and what that has to do with Covid-19 
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equated diversity to affirmative action … They don’t want to be inclusive. They don’t 
want to be surrounded with people who don’t look like them. And they certainly don’t 
want to be led by someone that they believe is inferior.” Alisha inevitably left the Lima 
Engine Plant for a Ford position in Detroit. Still not being able to receive equal 
opportunity in that position, she ultimately left Ford altogether and started her own 
consulting firm.57 
 
 
Anti-Black Violence Big Five Case Study 2: Big Five’s Connections to Police  

All five companies have connections to the police. Humana and UPS have 
representatives on the board of the Louisville Metro Police Foundation (LMPF). 
Moreover, UPS was showcased as a corporate sponsor on the LMPF website.58 The 
corporate sponsor showcase carousel has since been removed. According to their 
website, LMPF is an “independent, private nonprofit organization"59 that provides the 
Louisville Metro Police Department (LMPD) with “financial resources beyond what the 
Police Department’s Louisville Metro Government budget can fund.”60 In order to better 
contextualize the Police Department’s Louisville Metro Government budget, it's 
important to note that the 2020-21 Louisville Metro Government budget has allocated 
$190.6 million to the Louisville Metro Police Department (which includes LMPD’s special 
revenue fund, “$2 million for police vehicles and equipment,” “approximately $2.8 million 
in federal and state forfeiture funds for police equipment and services”). In addition, 
Louisville Metro Government added $1.8 million to the Policeman's Retirement Fund, 
$340,000 for Police Report writing services,61 and picked up the tab for the $12 million 
settlement agreement in the tragic and brutal Breonna Taylor case.62 This fiscal year 
alone, Louisville Metro Government will spend approximately $204.7 million dollars on 
the LMPD. LMPF’s sole mission is to raise money beyond what the Louisville Metro 
Government budget gives LMPD in order to continue to bloat the ever-expanding 
financial resources.  
 
As many know, the world found out about Breonna Taylors brutal murder at the hands 
of the police on or around Kentucky Governor Andy Beshear’s public statement that 
asked state and federal prosecutors to review the police investigation that led to her 
killing two months prior. Beshear released that statement on Wednesday, May 13, 

57 Challenging racism at Ford  
58 Louisville Metro Police Foundation (Archived) 
59 ABOUT THE LMPF 
60 Louisville Metro Police Foundation 
61https://louisvilleky.gov/sites/default/files/management_budget/2020-2021_louisville_metro_approved_ex
ecutive_budget_-_final_for_web.pdf  
62 https://www.cnn.com/2020/09/15/us/breonna-taylor-louisville-settlement/index.html  
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2020.63 By Thursday, May 14, 2020 news articles around the country were publishing 
the story. By Saturday, May 16, 2020, a website brandishing the slain EMT’s name 
(www.breonnataylor.com) was being used to raise money to “support good police.64” 
Users were guided to three donation links, one for the Louisville Metro Police 
Foundation (primary donation link), one for Norton Healthcare65, and one for the 
Louisville Metro Government COVID-19 relief fund. Users were also encouraged to 
donate $100 to $10,000 or more toward the Louisville Metro Police Foundation.66 “It is a 
slap in the face whether they were part of putting this site together or not they have not 
tried to take it down,” said Lonita Baker, an attorney representing Taylor’s family.67 
LMPF representatives have repeatedly denied their connection to the site, and by June 
1, 2020 the site was taken down. It is unknown how much money LMPF, Norton 
Healthcare, or the city’s COVID-19 relief fund were able to raise using the name of a 
brutally murdered victim of state sanctioned gun violence. 
 
Jefferson County Public Schools (JCPS) also has deep connections with LMPD and 
other law enforcement entities for years. Prior to the Marshall County High School 
shooting that killed two students in January 2018, resource officers have been 
prominent authority figures in schools with the ability to arrest youth and (in some KY 
cities) carrying guns into schools. According to Harvard Civil Rights Civil Liberties Law 
Review, “The American education system was founded on white supremacist ideologies 
designed to exert control over Black and Indigenous people…. Modern systems of 
school policing contribute to the ongoing criminalization of Black children and the 
persistence of the school-to-prison pipeline.68” For example, despite only making up 
roughly 40% of JCPS’ enrollment, Black students accounted for 72% of the 
school-based arrests reported to the state during the 2017-2018 school year.69 Even 
with the raised concerns of Black parents, politicians, and community members, the 
power holders in the state of Kentucky were able to enact The School Safety and 
Resiliency Act, which required every Kentucky school to have intercoms, surveillance 
and carceral technology (i.e. cameras, automatic locking doors at main entrances, locks 
on all classroom doors) by July 2022. The law also required each school to appoint a 
school safety coordinator, train threat assessment teams and administrators planned to 
hire additional school counselors and school resource officers.70” One of the most 
controversial additions to schools since the Marshall County High School shooting was 

63 https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/14/us/breonna-taylor-louisville-shooting.html  
64 https://www.essence.com/news/louisville-police-foundation-breonna-taylor/  
65 EMT who treated officer shot in Breonna Taylor case on leave for Facebook post  
66 Website bearing Breonna Taylor's name took users to Louisville police donation page 
67 https://www.essence.com/news/louisville-police-foundation-breonna-taylor/ 
68 School Policing was Designed to Criminalize Black Students. We Must Follow Black Voices Calling for its 
Abolition. 
69 Schools won't have LMPD resource officers come August. Who will replace them?  
70 Ready Or Not, Funded Or Not, The School Safety Law Is Coming to Ky. Schools 
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the requirement of school police officers to carry guns while in schools regardless of 
previous school district guidelines. This requirement was signed into law earlier this 
year in February 2020.71 Despite roaring disapproval from concerned Black parents and 
community members the only barrier between JCPS and the enactment of these 
requirements was funding. 
  
Louisville Metro Government cut funding for resource officers the year before due to the 
2019 budget crisis which was caused by strict pension funding obligations.72 Louisville 
Mayor Greg Fisher had presented only two options to address the crisis, one of which 
was budget cuts that would undoubtedly affect the most vulnerable Louisvillians in our 
city. As a result, JCPS stood to lose 17 resource officers by the end of that year.73 For 
years JCPS has held contracts with four law enforcement agencies to provide school 
resource officers: the Jefferson County Sheriff's Office, Louisville Metro Police, St. 
Matthews Police and Jeffersontown Police.74” Since the uprising for racial justice, which 
was in direct response to numerous killings of Black people by police, there hasn’t been 
any acknowledgement of  LMPD officers from the JCPS twitter account. The last 
@JCPSKY “special shout out” tweet to @LMPD was on April 22, 2020. 
 
Ford Motor Company has the strongest connections to police. In early June 2020 a 
letter from Black and anti-racist white Ford employees was sent to Ford CEO Jim 
Hackett and company chairman Bill Ford. The letter included a petition that circulated 
around the company and stated the following: 
 

On June 1st, you communicated to the company your commitment to “lead from 
the front and fully commit to creating the fair, just and inclusive culture that our 
employees deserve.” We thank you for your leadership on this initiative. We also 
appreciate and fully support your statement against “superficial actions,” and we 
write to push for real action by Ford Motor Company to address our role in the 
structures that perpetuate racism in society. 

On May 25th, 2020 George Floyd was murdered75 by Minneapolis Police, 
alongside a Ford Police Interceptor. Days later, police officers drove Ford Police 
Interceptors into crowds of protesters in New York City76 and Los Angeles.77 

71 Beshear signs into law bill requiring Kentucky school police to carry guns 
72 Mayor Fischer presents austere budget that manages impact of growing state pension obligation while minimizing 
cuts on most vulnerable  
73 Schools won't have LMPD resource officers come August. Who will replace them? 
74 These JCPS schools would lose Louisville police officers in city's budget cuts 
75 How George Floyd Was Killed in Police Custody | Visual Investigations- New York Times  
76 NYPD vehicle drives into group of Brooklyn protesters 
77 Budget cuts, calls to defund cops threaten police vehicle orders from Ford 
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During these past weeks, our vehicles have been used to deploy chemical 
weapons78 banned by the Geneva Convention. 

Throughout our history, the vehicles that Ford employees design and build have 
been used as accessories to police brutality and oppression. We know that while 
many join, support, or supply law enforcement with good intentions, these racist 
policing practices that plague our society are historic and systemic—a history 
and system perpetuated by Ford for over 70 years—ever since Ford introduced 
the first-ever police package in 1950. As an undeniable part of that history and 
system, we are long overdue to “think and act differently” on our role in racism.79 

The letter concludes by saying “We, the undersigned employees, call for Ford to cease 
development, production, and sale of all custom police vehicles and products. Our 
resources can and should be diverted to other forms of first response and public 
safety.”80 About two-thirds of law enforcement vehicles in the US are Ford vehicles.81 
Ford could stand to make a significant impact if they wielded some of their power and 
influence in favor of the concerns of their employees, but CEO Jim Hackett had different 
ideas. Part of his response is as follows: 

The issues plaguing police credibility have nothing to do with the vehicles they’re 
driving. In fact, as we imagine the future power of our connected vehicles, 
smarter Ford vehicles can be used to not only improve officers’ ability to protect 
and serve, but also provide data that can make police safer and more 
accountable. Just think, dating back to the Model T, Ford has more than 100 
years in serving first responders and that leadership over the decades has been 
earned by co-developing our purpose-built vehicles and technologies with police 
and emergency agencies to make our vehicles the number one choice. 

 
Hackett also articulated that “taking away Ford’s specially-built vehicles ‘would be doing 
harm to [police officers’] safety and making it harder for them to do their job.”82’ 

 
 
 

78 Minneapolis police caught spraying people with pepper spray for no reason out their car window. 
79 America’s Great Racial Reckoning Comes To The Auto Industry As Some Ford Employees Call For End Of Cop 
Car Manufacturing  
80 Ford employees ask the company to stop making police cars  
81 America’s Great Racial Reckoning Comes To The Auto Industry As Some Ford Employees Call For End Of Cop 
Car Manufacturing   
82 Ford employees ask the company to stop making police cars  
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Anti-Black Violence Big Five Case Study 3: Humana’s Inclusion & Diversity 
Executive Council 
 

 
There are nine members of Humana’s Executive Inclusion & Diversity Council, but on 
Humana’s website, but only Bruce Broussard, the Chief Executive Officer, president and 
CEO of Humana is pictured in the “Meet the Council” section of their I&D Council 
page.83 There is only one non-white (or white-passing) person and only three women (or 
femme-presenting people) on this council. The one Black person (shown above) is 
Maria Hughes who serves as Enterprise Vice President and Chief Inclusion & Diversity 
Officer at Humana.  
 
Often, the advancement of Black women to executive leadership roles tokenize their 
presence and contributions. They are often used as blockades to critics that involve 
discrimination and systemic racism. Its’ common for Black leaders to be scapegoated by 
white leadership who accept the praise of the establishment through performative 
progressive and “anti-racist” initiatives, while deflecting accountability and transparency. 
Humana is a powerful corporation and Maria Hughes works there. As a public-facing 
employee she has been given the responsibility to protect the company’s goals and 
priorities, whether they align with her own or not. Her personal feelings may be taken 
into consideration, but Humana—the for-profit health insurance company with a net 
worth of $55.06 billion84—is always in control. That context is relevant, when unpacking 
Hughes and Humana’s publicly available I&D content, which reveals inconsistencies 
and other accountability issues that Humana—not Maria Hughes the individual—has 
demonstrated since the establishment of Humana’s I&D initiative. It’s also important to 
note that many members of the Humana Executive Inclusion & Diversity Council make 
six- to seven-figures in total compensation annually from Humana. Class and proximity 
to power define socio-economic divisions that have historically reinforced inequities in 
our society such as inequitable access to resources, rights, and power. An example of 
significant class difference and a high proximity to power in relation to Humana’s 
general employee population, would be the fact that Humana I&D council member, 

83 Executive Council  
84 Humana Net Worth 2006-2020 | HUM 
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Figure 12. Humana Inclusion & Diversity Executive Council 
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Brian Kane, made $5,381,124 in 2019. According to Salary.com, an online platform that 
uses financial statements filed to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) 
to report income, Kane’s total earnings breakdown is as follows: “$740,577 was 
received as a salary, $1,144,933 was received as a bonus, $813,009 was received in 
stock options, $2,449,601 was awarded as stock and $233,004 came from other types 
of compensation.85 The gap between the community of employees who primarily benefit 
from I&D initiatives and the council members who control those initiatives, is 
increasingly widened and places the former at greater risk for exploitation. Power 
dynamics like Humana’s plague many large corporations. 
 
When asked about why Humana’s decision to create an “Inclusion and Diversity” 
initiative and position, rather than traditional “diversity and inclusion,” Hughes stated the 
following:  
 

“Diversity is important, but it’s also a narrower view by focusing on representation 
and differences like ethnicity, gender, age, disability, sexual orientation and 
religion. We view inclusion as being much broader. It includes having a culture 
where all employees can thrive and are encouraged to reach their highest 
potential. While it’s important to have a workforce that represents the 
communities we serve, we also strive to have a culture that leverages differences 
to drive innovation, quality, and productivity. Having leaders throughout the 
organization take personal accountability for inclusion is part of our culture 
evolution.” 
 

Hughes’ inclusion of “a workforce that represents the communities we serve,” is a nod 
to Humana’s promotional video for Diversity that takes a different stance on the issue. 
The video, which was posted May 1, 2019 to Humana’s YouTube channel and 
embedded on the I&D page on their website,86 includes quotes from multiple I&D 
council members, including I&D chair and Humana president and CEO Bruce 
Broussard. Below are a few key quotes from the video:  
 

“We have to reflect the people that we serve.” -- quote from Jody Bilney, Humana 
Executive Inclusion & Diversity Council member 
 
“Commitment to diversity is not just the right thing to do. It has become a 
business imperative.”  
 

85 Humana executives sell nearly 74,000 shares worth $22.7 million 
86 Inclusion and Diversity | Humana 
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“[W]hen it comes to retaining and attracting talent, it's critical that people see 
themselves at Humana in every possible role that we have. If you don’t see 
yourself, you don’t believe that it’s possible.” -- quote from Maria Huges, Chief 
Inclusion & Diversity Officer 

  
The video makes the argument that Diversity is important. It also builds a narrative that 
diversity should and is centered at Humana. Finally, it asserts that diversity opens 
possibilities rather than restricting them. Hughes’ quote from the promotional video is in 
direct contradiction with her quote from her interview with Diversity Inc, an online 
corporate diversity publication. Hughes’ undermining nod to diversity in her interview 
was designed to release the I&D council from any obligation or pressure from 
employees or the general public, to actualize the initiative’s title. Establishing an I&D 
initiative is, in no small terms, a declaration of commitment to representation of 
non-dominant groups. Naturally, I&D leadership should not be as homogeneous as 
Humana's Executive I&D council is if they are responsible for developing strategies, and 
setting company-wide goals and priorities around diversity and equity.87 The “Meet the 
Council” section of Humana’s I&D page further undermines what diversity is and 
absolve the council of responsibilities to commit to representation by stating, that: 
 

“[The council] reflects on the diversity of Humana associates and the markets it 
serves. With partnerships that support Humana’s mission to uphold inclusion and 
diversity, Humana can truly connect with people of various cultures or 
circumstances. The result may then be achieved: the goal to help improve the 
health of the communities Humana serves.” 

 
The language used above deflects responsibility and puts the onus of authentic diversity 
and inclusion practices on organizations that partner with Humana. To say nothing of 
the fact that the pressure of outsourcing the achievement of Humana’s I&D mission and 
strategically humanized corporate goal is also lessened by the inclusion of a passive 
auxiliary word: “may.” The inclusion of the word “may” creates an air of levity. It allows 
the treatment of this serious matter to be taken more lightly—again reducing the 
obligation and pressure on the council to commit to representation at Humana or even 
on their board.  
 
Unpacking the reasons and context behind the homogeneity of the council or that 
Humana—likely knowingly—omitted images of council members on the I&D page, 
encourages a more informed and nuanced understanding of complex systems of 
oppression that continue to dominate despite social progress. By deepening 
understanding and actively engaging in critical dialog, we will all be better served, 

87 Maria Hughes Brings New Perspective to Humana's New I&D Role 
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because when we fully understand these issues it is easier for us to dismantle them 
together. 
 
 
Personal Employee Accounts of Bias and Discrimination 

Former employees of three of the “Big Five” shared personal accounts of discrimination 
and bias.  In recognition of the power wielded (i.e. economic, political, social, 
professional, etc.) by and scope of influence, interview participants requested that their 
identities remain anonymous to avoid retaliation.  
 
Though different industries, their stories are similar in that all three are: 
highly educated, possess Bachelor and Masters’ degrees respectively and various 
professional certifications, experienced, tenured, well respected by colleagues and 
subordinates alike, held hard-earned administrative positions and answered to 
“powerholders” and “decision makers” that were described as inept, less skilled and 
educated.  Each experienced the promotion of less qualified white counterparts, some 
trained by them, surpassing their current level, despite stellar annual performance 
reviews.  Two of the three “walked away” from near and six figure salaries; with the third 
having to leave Kentucky to secure an executive position, with an alternate multinational 
corporation to be extended a six figure salary for the first time in their well tenured 
career.  
 
In the countless hours spent conversing with three of the most fascinating human 
beings on the planet, specific accounts stood out.  Each interviewee was assigned a 
significant number to this community researcher—the arrest and prison numbers of 
Martin Luther King Jr., Rosa Parks and Nelson Mandela.  Please see below: 
 

#46664 Interviewee disclosed that rather than lowering a subordinate’s 
performance rating to correlate with a bell curve rating system as directed 
by his superior, he opted to quietly resign after 21 years without a job 
prospect.  Nearly a decade later, they continue to meet former 
subordinates for a monthly lunch date.  

 
#7053 Interviewee was informed by a Talent Recruiter assigned to their 
department, that it is “policy” that an applicant’s employment application is 
automatically rejected by the eighth attempt to apply either for the same or 
different positions; unbeknownst to applicants. 

 
#7089 Although a Black American, interviewee disclosed that they 
experienced a bit of “culture shock” in encountering primarily Black 
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executives, administrators, managers, vendors, etc. per relocating to 
another state as an executive at a multinational corporation. Despite a 
fifteen-year career with their previous employer, they had not encountered 
a Black “powerholder”, “decision maker” nor vendor with their previous 
employer.  They had only encountered a significant number of Black 
employees at entry level/hourly positions, which was considered 
“disposable” workforce.  

 
 

Conclusion & Recommendations 
 

Although implicit bias is learned, perpetuated through mass media (i.e. disparaging 
images, negative stereotypes, false narratives, etc.) that reinforces racist ideology and 
creates undeniable disparities, there are ways to combat discrimination in the labor 
market, particularly against Blacks.  Please consider the following: 

 
● The “First step in solving any problem is recognizing there is one.” -Aaron Sorkin 

 
● If Blacks, who have been in, bled, died, fought on the battlefield for America 

since 1619, are virtually excluded from key decision-making positions at every 
level of enterprise, that is a problem. The problem is not “a very limited pool of 
Black talent to recruit from”, as Wells Fargo CEO Charlie Scharf 88, along with 
“countless faceless nameless” others would have us to believe. The problem is in 
the “false narrative” being “peddled” to maintain the “status quo”.  Refute the 
“false narrative” by unapologetically recruiting qualified Black candidates for top 
administrative positions and/or simply promote from within; then repeat if 
diversity, inclusion, social justice, anti-racism are true priorities 
 

According to Quillian, Pager, Midtboen & Hexel, Black Americans face the same 
amount of hiring discrimination for the past 25 years (Figure 13). From experiments 
performed since 1990, trends in discrimination were analyzed exposing undeniable 
racial discrimination at the first point of entry into the hiring process; with blacks 
remaining “substantially disadvantaged relative to equally qualified whites” and “little 
indication of progress over time.”  As well as the consistency of “subtle forms of racial 
stereotypes” and “unconscious bias.”  

 
 
 

88 Wells Fargo CEO apologizes for saying the Black talent pool is limited 
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Quillian, Pager, Midtboen & Hexel conclude that the “vast majority of hiring is subject to 
very little oversight, and compensatory policies that address racial bias reach a very 
small fraction of hiring overall. Together, these trends offer little support for optimism 
about racial progress in the United States. While some people may assume that 
discrimination has declined over time, through increasing diversity in institutions along 
with other cultural changes, it seems as though, at least in terms of hiring, this 
expectation doesn’t meet with reality.”89  

 
● Critically assess and re-structure Human Resources i.e. Black disparities in 

“power holder” positions within departments, applicant selection, interviewing 
process, hires, etc. through external auditors from a diverse professional pool 
and racial/gender composition primarily consisting of Blacks i.e. psychologists, 
sociologists, social workers, civil rights attorneys, human resource professional, 
researchers, etc. if diversity, inclusion, social justice, anti-racism are true 
priorities 
 

89 Hiring Discrimination Against Black Americans Hasn’t Declined in 25 Years 
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Black Americans 
Have Faced the 
Same Amount of 
Hiring 
Discrimination for 
the Past 25 Years 
 

 
 

https://hbr.org/2017/10/hiring-discrimination-against-black-americans-hasnt-declined-in-25-years


 

● Ban discriminatory questions from applications if diversity, inclusion, social  
justice, anti-racism are true priorities.  For example, assign numbers to applicants 
as opposed to requiring potential racial identifiers such as name, address, SSN, 
etc. at the first entry point of the hiring process 
 

● To combat biased selection of graduates from elite schools like Juilliard, major 
symphony orchestras across the country started conducting “blind auditions” in 
the 70s; performers were heard and not seen.  Unwittingly, “the share of women 
hired as instrumentalists in major symphony orchestras rose from around 10 
percent or 20 before 1970 to about 40 percent.  This has had a major impact on 
the rate at which women have become instrumentalists in major symphony 
orchestras.”  This is referred to as “discretion-elimination strategies”.90  If “justice 
is blind” so should interviews if diversity, inclusion, social justice, anti-racism are 
true priorities.  
 

● Conduct an annual audit with external auditors from a diverse professional pool 
and racial/gender composition primarily consisting of Blacks i.e. psychologists, 
sociologists, social workers, civil rights attorneys, human resource professionals, 
researchers, etc.) of enterprise (i.e. departments, structures, personnel, 
processes, procedures, etc.); particularly Human Resources (i.e. processes, 
policies, personnel, disciplinary actions, terminations, promotions, salaries, racial 
demographics/positions, etc.) to ensure recruitment, employ and retainment of 
Blacks, in key administrative positions throughout enterprise, in proportion to the 
percentage that reside in Louisville Metro if diversity, inclusion, social justice, 
anti-racism are true priorities 
 

● Hold administration accountable for disparities in proportion to the percentage of 
Blacks that reside in Louisville Metro (23%), in key administrative positions 
throughout enterprise 
 

● Mediation, not Arbitration,  by a “neutral third party” (primarily Black Mediators) 
as a requirement for workplace conflict and/or employee relations, progressive 
discipline leading to and/or prior to termination for non-union employees if 
diversity, inclusion, social justice, anti-racism are true priorities 
 

● Empower the intentionality of examining, recognizing and dismantling  
policies, procedures, practices, personnel, structures within enterprise etc.  
that maintain systemic racism  
 

90 Making people aware of their implicit biases doesn’t usually change minds. But here’s what does work 
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Given that Black people continue to be discriminated against at alarming rates despite 
monumental achievements of the Civil Rights era that “paved the way” for women, 
immigrants, veterans and the disabled, it is imperative that wrongs be righted with 
intentionality and urgency.  Quillian, Pager, Midtboen & Hexel assert that “a strong 
rationale for affirmative action policies and point to the continuing need for the 
enforcement of antidiscrimination legislation” due to the undeniable impact of bias in 
hiring decisions. They suggest a “more active intervention may be needed to reduce 
discrimination at the point of hire.”91 
 
In Rising Strong:  How the Ability to Reset Transforms the Way We Live, Love, Parent 
and Lead, Brene Brown asserts that “integrity is choosing courage over comfort, 
choosing what is right over what is fun, fast or easy; and choosing to practice our values 
rather than simply professing them.” 92  My “charge” to those in positions of power, 
authority and influence is to rise to the challenge of confronting, dismantling and being 
accountable for systems, starting with yourself, that keep Blacks from being selected, 
interviewed, hired, “groomed” and promoted professionally.  

91 Hiring Discrimination Against Black Americans Hasn’t Declined in 25 Years 
92 Brown, Brene (2017).  Rising Strong:  How the Ability to Reset Transforms the Way We Live, Love, Parent and 
Lead.  Random House 
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